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Her Night Song 

(A journey to Utopia where: River running free, Blossom on a tree and the Feeling is Good. A 

piece inspired by the Nina Simone song) 

 

Silent night, in a lonesome plight, 

The wind kept swooshing, icy, dried. 

An imprisoned soul there, one hand on chest - 

Swears to self, that lived so lithe: 

I shan’t be strung, past the dark, still young. 

 

Stepped outside bound periphery, 

Tiptoeing around, testy was her feel. 

With a shimmer of hope and glimmer of pride, 

Caught the magic back off misty night. 

She was Intractable,  

ready as ever, to boldly collide. 

 

Aikens on tv knelt death with the looks. 

Sojourner and Tubman provocative in the books. 

Treads of inspiration that led her on. 

Powered her through the muck,  

Like mother to a spawn, 

And never for a blink -  

Was she ruined, bygone. 

 

Bliss was within her, 

All along to unfold. 

And somewhere sometime ‘twas 

Fervently foretold. 

 

Born destined, she was - 

To play her part, 

Waking up to a new dawn 

And a new day, miles from the deranged start. 

Walked eerie ways in sunken mud - 

But her feet won’t even hurt. 
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A tryst with destiny, a kaleidoscope 

in harmony, a trajectory of hope  

it was - she lauded. 

 

All the begrudging and resistance, 

the beguiled tensed bereavement, 

Now seem utterly unfounded. 
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